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ED I
Announcement concerning Distance Learning
The second semester will continue with week 7 starting next Monday, March 23, following the
Spring Break held during the present week between March 16-22. Until further notice the
University has to introduce distance learning to aid your studies and to offer a platform for
continouos discussions concerning the weekly topics.
Lectures in Macroscopic and Microscopic Anatomy
Lecture notes will be uploaded in Moodle and/or the departmental homepage before the scheduled
time of the lecture. Please download the lecture notes during the given week because due to a
limited storage capacity it might be necessary to remove the files from Moodle.
Please follow the revised schedule (see separate on the homepage) noting that the entire program
had to be shifted by one week.

Macroscopic Anatomy II
Dissection classes
Practical zoom classes will be held during the time of the 2nd dissection class (Wednesday) starting
from week 7. You will need to download Zoom (https://semmelweis.zoom.us) to your computer or
the Zoom app to your smart phone to be able to enter the virtual classroom.
You will find a link to join your classes under your course in Moodle.
There will be weekly tests to aid your studying, therefore it is highly recommended to take a chance
before the actual week ends (Sunday 12 pm).
The Department of Anatomy will provide you with further study aids in Macroscopy (videos, pin tests
or photographs) to be downloaded from Moodle.

Microscopic Anatomy and Embryology I
Histology lab classes
Practical classes will be held as scheduled starting from March 23.
The Department of Anatomy will provide you with further study aids in Histology - detailed
descriptions of the slides in the form of ppt/pdf notes. There will be weekly tests to aid your
studying, therefore it is highly recommended to take a chance before the actual week ends (Sunday
12 pm).
Midterm tests
Macroscopic Anatomy – the midterm test will be postponed until further notice.
Microscopic Anatomy and Embryology - since this test is an e-learning type written test it will be
held according to schedule.
Examination exemptions cannot yet be considered without knowing when regular teaching is
reintroduced following the present transitional period. However, we are eager to support our best
students in gaining examination exemptions and offer them the earliest possible examination dates.
Thank you for your cooperation!
Stay safe and healthy!
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